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HD Lens Technology

Ranger HD and HD Light lenses address a very 

specific need.  Scientific research proves that 

blue light has a shorter wavelength causing it 

to scatter more than longer wavelengths. This 

becomes a problem when environmental issues 

are introduced such as dust, fog or haze.  This 

scattering can turn into what is called “blue 

blur.”  The new RANGER HD and HD light lenses 

eliminate “blue blur” giving the shooter a clear 

advantage in these conditions.  

While the high definition properties of these 

lenses are perfect for any condition, a high 

percentage of orange was developed into the 

tint to make orange clay targets pop. 

HD LensesNEW
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Eye Sizes: 7�mm, 64mm

Frame color: matte black

Temples: ��5mm cable, �45mm cable, �40mm bayonet

Available lens tints: Pale Yellow, Medium Yellow, Orange, 

Vermillion, Brown, Light Purple, Dark Purple, HD Light, HD, 

Copper Polarized, ColorMag (CMT)

XLW

Rx Inserts sold separately 
(50mm, 55mm)

cable

bayonet

This is serious style for serious shooters. Designed from the 

ground up by our team of experienced optical engineers, the XLW is 

the industry’s first 8-base wrap frame specifically made for sport 

shooting. While some wrap eyewear may distort your vision, XLW 

lenses are always �00% distortion free.

lifetime solder joint warranty

adjustable nose bridge and arms for a custom fit

interchangeable NexPC lenses

offset nose pads to prevent fogging

�00% UV Protection

•

•

•

•

•
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Eye Sizes: 6�mm, 67mm, 69mm

Frame color: matte black

Temples: �40mm cable, �50mm cable, �60mm cable, 

�40mm skull

Lens Shapes: EDGE, Traditional

Available lens tints: Pale Yellow, Medium Yellow, Orange, 

Vermillion, Light Purple, Dark Purple, HD Light, HD, Copper 

Polarized, ColorMag (CMT)

EDGE

cable

skull

This style is also available with 
straight eye prongs that can be 
bent to fit thicker prescription 
lenses. 

Co-Designed by the shooting industry’s top opticians, the EDGE 

combines a sleek design with professional optical performance. 

lifetime solder joint warranty

reduced distance between lenses

adjustable nose bridge and arms for a custom fit

interchangeable NexPC lenses

angular lenses to prevent fogging

•

•

•

•

•

Shown here: Traditional lens 
shape for those who prefer 
additional coverage
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Handcrafted Quality
Our products have been handcrafted for over 40 years. 

Utilizing only the finest materials, our craftsmen and 

women create some of the world’s best eyewear.

We do not compromise quality even when selecting 

something as trivial as a lens screw. Our frames provide 

unequaled strength and solder joint integrity. Our nose 

pads are made of soft silicone so that the frames won’t 

slip, even during heavy perspiration. 

We feel so strongly about the quality of our products that 

we will repair or replace any broken solder joint for the 

lifetime of the frame (assuming normal use). 
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Eye Sizes: 68mm

Frame color: matte black

Temples: �50mm cable, �60mm cable, 

Available lens tints: Pale Yellow, Medium Yellow, Orange, 

Vermillion, Light Purple, Dark Purple, HD Light, HD, Copper 

Polarized, ColorMag (CMT)

This style is also available with 
straight eye prongs that can be 
bent to fit thicker prescription 
lenses. 

RANGER CLASSIC

The Ranger Classic set the standard for safety, comfort, and 

target enhancement. Its lightweight, high-tech alloy frame 

with dual-action spring temples is made for all day comfort and 

maximum durability.

lifetime solder joint warranty

reduced distance between lenses

adjustable nosepad arms for a custom fit

interchangeable NexPC lenses

offset nose pads to prevent fogging

•

•

•

•

•
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Designed to accommodate nearly any prescription, the Sporter 

Rx features a full frame with optional clip-ons. This rugged, yet 

practical frame is excellent for shooting and other outdoor 

sports or as an everyday pair of prescription glasses.

lifetime solder joint warranty

adjustable nosepad arms for a custom fit

interchangeable NexPC clip-on lenses sold separately

offset nose pads to prevent fogging

•

•

•

•

Eye Sizes: 57mm, 6�mm

Frame color: brushed pewter

Temples: �50mm cable, �60mm cable, �70mm cable

Available Clip-on lens tints: Pale Yellow, Medium Yellow, 

Orange, Vermillion, Light Purple, Dark Purple, HD Light, HD, 

Copper Polarized, ColorMag (CMT)

SPORTER Rx
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When a split second counts, you want 

every possible edge. Change the way you 

see orange with ColorMag™ (CMT) lenses. 

See up to �50% more orange light than a 

standard lens without adding an orange 

hue to everything else. 

NexPC™ Lens Technology

The next revolution in polycarbonate lenses. NexPC 

is 5-6 times more impact resistant than standard 

polycarbonate with the same professional grade optics. 

Intrinsic material properties flex to absorb the force of 

projectiles before they reach your eye. During everyday 

use they remain �00% distortion free and scratch 

resistant. 

ColorMag™ 
Lens Technology

NexPC™ lenses can 
withstand a 12-gauge 
shotgun blast from 10 

meters (34 feet). 

Lenses
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Any serious shooter or outdoor enthusiast will benefit from the right lens tints, although choosing which tints will work for you 

can be difficult. Here are � important factors to consider while selecting your tints: 

Confidence Level - What tints have you used in the past? Most likely, the tint you’re most accustomed to will give you the 

most comfort and confidence while shooting.  

Light Conditions - The trick is to get your eyes as focused as possible. Your pupils regulate the amount of light that enters your 

eyes - just like a camera shutter. In low light, your pupils enlarge to allow more light into your eyes. As a result, your eyes become 

less focused. In bright light, your pupils decrease in size and allow your eyes to focus on distant objects. A simple rule to get 

maximum focus on a target is to use a lens tint that lets as much light in as possible without squinting your eyes. To follow this 

rule, you’ll need different lens tints to use in varying light conditions. 

Background - What background are your targets in front of? You’ll want to use different lens tints according to the colors of 

your background to highlight your target. For instance, if you’re shooting orange clay targets in front of green trees, you’ll most 

likely want purple or vermilion lenses that dull greens and highlight oranges. 

If your background has glare, such as water, you’ll most likely want to use a polarized lens. See the tint descriptions on pages 

��-�4 as a guide to help you choose the lenses that are right for you. 

Please contact your local RE Ranger representative or call 800.541.1405 for further assistance with lens selection. 

Choosing the Right Lenses
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World renowned medalist, 

Kim Rhode has relied on 

Ranger lenses for every 

competition since she was 

�� years old.
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Lens Tints

Pale Yellow (48) - Brightens and contrasts 
colors in low light conditions. Excellent 
lens for hunting or target shooting at dusk, 
dawn, or evening under lights. LT-90.7�%  

Medium Yellow (5�) - Highlights orange 
clay targets and enhances contrast in low 
light or overcast conditions. LT-8�.69%  

Orange (45)- Excellent all around lens for 
orange clay targets. Blocks haze and blue 
light, and enhances the orange of the target. 
LT-7�.��%  

Light Purple (47) - Provides excellent  
contrast of orange targets against green 
background or sky. It dampens the green 
and enhances the orange target against 
trees. LT-6�.67% 

Dark Purple (5�) - A great lens for very 
bright conditions. Provides contrast of 
orange targets against a deep blue sky. 
An excellent lens for glare reduction and 
snow. LT-�0.��%

Brown (44)- Light reducing lens for bright, 
glaring days with an open background. 
Great for picking up brown hues when 
hunting game birds. LT-�4.7�% 

Vermilion (46)- Terrific lens for shooting 
against green backgrounds. Works well 
for those with red-green color deficiency. 
Highlights orange and dampens green. LT-
4�.4�% 

Made from NexPC™ 

(more info on page �0)
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Premium Lenses

Copper Polarized (55)- This lens blocks 
undesirable blue light while improving 
contrast in other colors. Excellent 
for shooting targets against a green 
background on a bright day. Also great for 
sight fishing. LT-��%

LT = luminous transmittance
 Can be used for driving

Please refer to each frame style page 
to determine which lenses are available 
for each frame.

ColorMag (5�)- Intensifies orange targets 
against any background. See up to �50% more 
orange light than a standard lens without 
affecting other colors. LT-�8.50%

HD Light (59)- Offers the same clarity and crisp target 
view as the HD lens, however goes a step beyond giving 
the shooter a flawless edge in dimmer light conditions 
by cutting through haze and reducing stress on the eye 
with a very subtle yet effective tint. 

HD (58)- Offers incredibly crisp, clear vision by 
incorporating precise technology that filters out blue 
light to increase contrast while perfectly targeting 
the shooter’s mark. This lens is the expert choice for 
medium light conditions.  

Hydrophobic and oleophobic coatings resist dust, oil and water to keep our premium lenses spot-free, giving you a clear view of 
the target. An anti-reflective coating is also applied to the back of each lens to block stray sunlight and eliminate distractions. 
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